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Introduction and goals

Existing quantum chemical methods generally describe chemical compounds at equi-

librium geometries properly. However, several chemically interesting phenomena (e.g.:

covalent bond dissociation and electronic structure of radical compounds or transition

metals) still induce methodological challenges. One possible way to treat these sys-

tems is based on partitioning the electron correlation into dynamical and static parts.

Dynamical correlation corresponds to the relative movement of electrons, which is not

treated by mean-field (Hartree-Fock) techniques. In order to gain a deeper insight into

this phenomenon, we should expand the exact wave function in the basis of all pos-

sible Slater determinants (Full Configuration Interaction, FCI expansion), which are

constructed from the Hartree-Fock one-electron orbitals. If there is only one dominant

coefficient in this expansion, then the corresponding determinant is the Hartree-Fock

determinant, while the remaining small coefficients represent dynamical correlation.

Static correlation emerges, when the expansion contains more than one dominant co-

efficients. The part of the wave function described by these coefficients provides the

static correlation.

If there is only dynamical correlation in the system, then it can be determined by

single reference perturbation methods. Although static correlation can also be handled

appropriately by Multiconfigurational Self-Consistent Field (MC-SCF) methods, there

is no generally accepted recipe for the treatment of the remaining dynamical correlation.

In this thesis two related methods are investigated. The first is the State-Specific

Multireference Perturbation Theory (SSMRPT), which has some advantageous features

(size-extensivity and intruder independence), but its spin-adapted form (SA-SSMRPT)

might produce unphysical kinks on the potential energy surfaces. One of the main

objectives of this work was to explore the origin of the unphysical kinks and find a way

to eliminate these from the potential energy surfaces.

The second method is related to the treatments of the static correlation, where

two-electron functions (geminals) are used. In that case, interactions between the two
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electrons are taken into account explicitly, while interactions among pairs are considered

only at the mean-field level. This method can properly describe single bond dissociation

processes, but it may produce spurious results in case of multiple bond dissociation,

which are caused by the improper description of the (local) spin states of the fragments.

Another important goal of my work is to examine the connection between the improper

description of spin states and the spurious energy profiles of dissociation processes in

the context of geminal wave functions. I also investigated, how this wave function can

be applied as a reference function in multireference calculations.

The structure of the thesis can be divided according to the two methods mentioned

above. The discussions are based on Refs. [3] and [1] respectively.

Part one: Redundancy in SA-SSMRPT [3]

Method

A. I recalculated the original redundant results with the help of the SA-SSMRPT

code implemented previously in our laboratory by Ágnes Szabados. The sensitiv-

ity modules of this code were also utilized.

Results and conclusions

1. The equations of SA-SSMRPT suffer from redundancies induced by spin-free ex-

citation operators. I eliminated these redundancies by redefining these operators

and re-evaluating the working equations of the redundant SA-SSMRPT. I also

implemented these non-redundant equations in a modified code A.

2. The SA-SSMRPT method was examined in Møller-Plesset and Epstein-Nesbet

partitionings. However, in the scientific literature the forms of the formulas in

Epstein-Nesbet partition are contradictory. Therefore, to obtain the necessary

matrix elements for this partition, I modified the general matrix element evalu-
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ation code, which had originally been implemented in our laboratory by Zoltán

Rolik and Ágnes Szabados.

3. I examined the single bond dissociation process of LiH and HF by using the

code described in thesis statement 1. Due to this method, the unphysical kinks

disappear from the potential energy curves. However, this elimination can also be

done by excluding the so-called direct spectator excitations. Although after these

exclusions additional redundancies still remain, they do not affect the potential

energy curves significantly.

4. I calculated the singular values of sensitivity with the non-redundant techniques

as well. The kinks on the sensitivity curves disappeared after the exclusion of the

direct spectator excitations and complete elimination of redundancies.

5. I also investigated alternative definitions of spin-free excitation operators. The

energies depend on the choice of operator in millihatree scale, but it does not

emerge additional kinks on the potential energy surface.

Part two: Local spin in geminal-type theories [1]

Method

A. I calculated the APSG wave function by the Budapest version of MUNGAUSS

code previously implemented in our laboratory by Péter Surján.

B. The RUSSG and part of the SP-RUSSG results are determined by the modified

version of commercial code Q-Chem implemented by Vitaly A. Rassolov.

C. In order to obtain the local spin values, I also applied the local spin code imple-

mented by Ágnes Szabados.

D. I also utilized the APSG based LCC code developed by Tamás Zoboki and Ágnes

Szabados.
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Results and conclusions

1. I presented an alternative derivation for the size consistency problems of APSG

(RSSG) in the example of water symmetric dissociation. I also showed, how local

spin errors are corrected in RUSSG and in its spin projected-form (SP-RUSSG).

I also demonstrated that size consistency error can emerge in SP-RUSSG as well

in four-geminal systems, when triplet components are present in each geminal.

2. I calculated the local spin values of APSG, RUSSG and SP-RUSSG in the exam-

ples of small molecules (water symmetric dissociation, nitrogen molecule dissocia-

tion and H
4
cluster rearrangement). While RUSSG and SP-RUSSG can describe

the local spin correctly, the results of APSG deteriorates in the dissociation limit

of H
2
O and N

2
molecules and in square geometry of H

4
cluster. Despite of these,

the APSG energy profiles provide smaller nonparalellism errors in H
2
O and N

2

molecules. However, it produces an unphysical cusp on the energy curve of H
4

cluster in square geometry, which can be eliminated by using RUSSG and SP-

RUSSG.

3. I further developed code D (see above) to eliminate potential spurious dependence

on mixed spin states. I also implemented in this code the SP-RUSSG and SP-

RUSSG based LCC methods.

4. I examined the local spin properties of APSG and SP-RUSSG based LCC methods

in the examples of water symmetric dissociation and H
4
cluster rearrangement.

In case of H
2
O, the qualitative failures of the local spin of APSG cannot be re-

paired by LCC corrections and singularities are also present on the energy curves.

Meanwhile both the energies and the local spin values are improved in SP-RUSSG

based LCC calculations. In case of H
4
cluster, it can be seen that the problems

of APSG originate in the improper localized basis. Using delocalized one-electron

basis near the square geometry, the local spin and energy values show an accurate

picture of rearrangement both in APSG and SP-RUSSG based LCC calculations.
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However, among investigated systems only H
4
has such characteristics, dissocia-

tions of H
2
O and N

2
cannot be corrected in a similar manner.
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